Spatial patterns of neutral genetic diversity are often investigated to infer gene flow in wild populations.
In this study, we compared the relative efficiency of three genetic drift distance metrics based on both N e 115 and environmental proxies for local carrying capacity (K) in explaining spatial patterns of genetic variation, 116 using regression commonality analyses as a statistical procedure of variance decomposition [28, 65] . The first 117 metric (ds; distance based on the subtraction, i.e. Euclidian distance) is inspired from common measures of IBE.
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The second one (di; distance based on the inverse) was proposed by Relethford [45] . The third one is the 119 opposite to the harmonic mean (preferred over the arithmetic mean [66]) of carrying capacities (dhm; distance 120 based on the harmonic mean). Because the metric based on the harmonic mean shows negative relationships with 121 Fst [40, 46] and thus does not behave as a classical distance-based metric (an increase in the dissimilarity 122 between populations is supposed to lead to an increase in genetic differentiation), we rather considered its 123 opposite.
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Simulated datasets 139 A simple two-deme model. As expected, when the migration rate m between two demes of effective 140 population sizes Ne 1 and Ne 2 was low (m = 0.005), mean Fst values were highest when both Ne 1 and Ne 2 were 141 low, decreased when the N e of one of the two demes increased, and were lowest when both Ne 1 and Ne 2 were 142 high (Fig 2a) . As expected, the ds metric poorly mirrored patterns of Fst (Fig 2b; r = 0.125) . Contrastingly, the 143 di and dhm metrics followed patterns very similar to that observed for Fst (Fig 2c, d) , although di tends to better 144 fit the general Fst pattern than dhm (r = 0.962 and r = 0.939 for di and dhm respectively), especially when at 145 least one of the demes had low to intermediate Ne (Fig 2d) . When migration rates m between the two demes were picked from an uniform distribution ranging from 155 0.0001 to 0.3, ds systematically failed to explain a substantial proportion of variance in pairwise genetic 156 distances (Fig 3a) . On the contrary, di (Fig 3b) and dhm (Fig 3c) respectively explained up to 50% and 45% of 157 variance in pairwise genetic distances at low migration rates (m < 0.005). This relative contribution of these two 158 metrics decreased exponentially as m increased; for instance, the contribution of these metrics fell below 5% for 159 0.1 < m < 0.15 (Fig 3b-c) . Noteworthy, the dispersion around the model fit was slightly larger for di than for 160 dhm (Fig 3b-c) . Realistic genetic models. To evaluate the efficiency of each metric in more realistic situations, gene flows 167 were simulated in a one-dimensional linear network or a two-dimensional lattice network. Each network was 168 composed of 16 demes of varying effective population sizes Ne i and exchanging migrants at a rate m following 169 either a stepping-stone or a spatially limited (IBD) migration model (S2 Fig) . For all four genetic models (and 170 whatever the model parameters), the unique contribution of ds was close to zero (Fig 4a-d) , that is, the amount of 171 variance uniquely explained by this metric irrespective of the possible collinear effects of the other predictor mr 172 coding for inter-deme matrix resistance was negligible. Overall, both di and dhm explained a non-negligible part 173 of the total variance in pairwise Fst (i.e. from 5% to more than 50%) as soon as m was lower than 0.15 (Fig 4e-l) .
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When uncertainty was included in the estimation of demes' effective population size so as to mimic an 192 environmental proxy for K (using [ ]), mr and ds showed similar patterns to those in absence of 193 uncertainty (Fig 4) ; ds systematically failed to explain variance in genetic differentiation. di and dhm behaved 194 similarly to situations where true estimates of Ne were used, although unique contributions were systematically 195 lower (but still substantial for low m values) in average ( Fig 5) . Furthermore, dispersion around the mean was 196 noticeably larger for di than for dhm, except for a linear network with stepping-stone migration ( Fig 5) . The pattern of IBD was characterized by a slightly positive relationship between Fst and mr (here coded as 219 the between-deme riparian distance; Fig 7a) . Piecewise regression explained a higher proportion of the variance 220 in Fst (6.7%) that linear regression (3.2%), but the threshold value, located at about 75 km ( Fig. 7a ), probably 221 stemmed from a border effect and had no true biological meaning. Overall, the IBD pattern was characterized by 222 a wide degree of scatter for all distance classes, suggesting a lack of migration-drift equilibrium with genetic 223 drift being more influential than gene flow (case III in [34] ). Whatever the proxy used for K, the unique contribution of mr was rather weak, ranging from 1.8 to 7.8% 230 (Table 1) . This variability in unique contributions of mr stemmed from collinearity with distance-based metrics 231 of genetic drift, as revealed by common contributions C [28, 65] : indeed, the highest unique contribution of mr 232 (U = 7.8%) was also associated with the highest (negative) common contribution (C = -4.8%). When K values 233 were estimated from home-range sizes, the model including ds only explained 3.2% of variance in genetic 234 differentiation (Table 1) , with a negligible unique contribution of ds (0.3%). The model including di did not 235 perform better (unique contribution of 1.1%) whereas the model including dhm explained up to 12.7% of 236 variance in genetic differentiation. This substantial increase in model fit stemmed from dhm's unique 237 contribution (U = 9.8%) while the unique contribution of mr was comparable to previous models. When K values 238 were estimated from river width, the unique contribution of di and dhm strongly increased to reach 41.3% and 239 36.7% respectively (Table 1 ). These results confirm that river width was a better proxy for K than home-range 240 size in this dataset. 
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(based on measures of river width) and mr, piecewise regression explained a substantially higher proportion of 250 the variance in Fst (23.8%) than linear regression (12.5%). The scatterplot showed an increase in residual values 251 up to 8.5km and a clear-cut plateau beyond this threshold (Fig 7b) . This pattern clearly suggests a lack of 252 migration-drift equilibrium with gene flow being more influential than genetic drift up to 8.5km (case IV in 253 [34] ). This result indicates that accounting for the confounding contribution of genetic drift to pairwise measures 254 of genetic differentiation may provide more precise information regarding the spatial extent of gene flow. 
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When compared to ds, the di and dhm metrics demonstrated a much higher efficiency in quantifying genetic 284 drift. They both exhibited patterns very similar to Fst in a simple two-deme situation, properly rendering the 285 influence of genetic drift on deme differentiation as effective population sizes decreased (Fig 2c-d) , and 286 explaining up to 50% of variance in measures of genetic differentiation for low migration rates (Fig 3b-c) . These contributions to genetic variance followed an expected negative exponential as the migration rate increased,
288
reflecting migration-drift equilibrium [7] . The same conclusions can be drawn from genetic data simulated under 289 a series of more realistic situations (Fig 4) . However, amounts of unique contributions at low migration rates 290 strikingly depended on population structures and migration models, which reflected variation in the dynamics of 291 migration-drift equilibriums. Overall, the use of drift metrics allowed explaining substantial amounts of variance 292 in measures of genetic differentiation (up to 50%) at low migration rates.
293
These metrics were still highly efficient in the fish empirical dataset (Table 1) despite an evident lack of 294 migration-drift equilibrium (Fig 7a) , making them particularly promising even for empirical case studies for 295 which a deviation from a migration-drift equilibrium is detected [34] . For G. occitaniae, the use of di and dhm 296 indeed allowed explaining substantial amounts of variance in genetic differentiation ( identify the spatial scale at which the amount of gene flow is counterbalanced by genetic drift, thus providing 302 further insight into the extent of effective dispersal rate (Fig. 7b ). This empirical case study nicely exemplifies 303 the added value for geneticists of integrating distance-based metrics accounting for isolation-by-drift.
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Direct versus environmental estimates of Ne 306 Interestingly, when a small level of uncertainty in the relationship between effective population sizes and 307 estimates of local carrying capacities was considered, our simulations showed that both di or dhm were still 308 efficient at detecting genetic drift. However, dhm slightly outperformed di at intermediate migration rates (i.e.,
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for m ranging from 0.05 to 0.1) as the degree of uncertainty increased (S3 Appendix) since di's unique 310 contribution to the variance in genetic differentiation showed higher dispersion around the mean than dhm (Fig   311   5 ). This trend was confirmed by the empirical dataset; when local carrying capacities were estimated from home-312 range sizes, di failed to detect any genetic drift contribution to genetic differentiation, whereas dhm -though less 313 efficient than with river width as a proxy-still explained ~ 10% of variance (Table 1) . This difference stems 314 from the inner characteristics of each metric (Fig 2c-d 
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For instance, the average estimate of migration rates in G. occitaniae in our empirical dataset was 0.02
332
(unpublished data). These observations suggest that genetic drift is likely to be an important driver of spatial 333 genetic variation in many empirical datasets. We thus argue that considering IBDr in future spatial genetic 334 studies through the use of distance-based metrics such as di or dhm may thoroughly improve our understanding 335 of observed spatial patterns of genetic variation, at least in situations where genetic drift is the actual main driver 336 of genetic differentiation.
338
Limitations of IBDr metrics 339
Considering the difficulties in accurately estimating N e from genetic data [50, 74] , the use of alternative 
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integrating the demographic processes affecting effective population size over time will be an important 352 challenge to overcome so as to make spatial genetics an integrative discipline accounting for the complexity of 
359
This approach is all the more relevant as it may provide accurate information about the contribution of each 360 process even when a lack of migration-drift regional equilibrium has been identified, which constitutes a 361 substantial advantage over many other methods.
362
More generally, habitats modifications by humans have two components [3, 80] ; one acting on decreasing 363 connectivity (fragmentation) and another acting on habitat and resource availability (habitat loss and 364 degradation). By reducing the size of available habitats and by decreasing connectivity among habitats, humans 365 are rapidly making the ground more and more fertile for genetic drift to becoming an increasingly influential 366 evolutionary process. We therefore believe that the time is ripe to systematically quantify the influence of 367 genetic drift on the spatial genetic structure of wild populations. 
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Finally, we investigated the influence of uncertainty in the estimation of demes' population size through an 426 environmental proxy. We used the same approach as described above (the same four genetic models with the 724 S10 Dataset. Raw data used to assess the strength of each IBDr metric compared to a resistance metric in a two-725 dimensional 16-deme lattice network with stepping-stone migration and the α parameter picked from a uniform 726 distribution ranging from -0.9 to 0.9 (i.e., N ≠ K; Fig5 c, g, k). Details as in S8 Data. 727 S11 Dataset. Raw data used to assess the strength of each IBDr metric compared to a resistance metric in a two-728 dimensional 16-deme lattice network with spatially limited dispersal and the α picked from a uniform 729 distribution ranging from -0.9 to 0.9 (i.e., N ≠ K; Fig5 d, h, l). Details as in S8 Data. 730 S12 Dataset. Empirical data. For each population, the "landscapedata" sheet provides the width of the river at 731 sampling point (RiverWidth, in m), the size of the home-range at sampling point (HomeRange, in m²), the 732 distance from the source, used to computed riverine distances (DistFromSource, in m). The "Geneticdata" sheet 733 provides the pairwise matrix of FST.
